Abstract-Distribution service restoration (DSR) is critical for improving the resilience and reliability of modern distribution systems by strategically and sequentially energizing the system components and customer loads. Restoring electricity service to affected customers also requires multiple crews with different skill sets to perform multiple tasks that are procedurally interdependent with safety guaranteed. However, in existing DSR practices, switch operations and crew dispatch are scheduled separately, and their interdependence is not fully considered. As advanced technologies are enabling remote communication, control, and dispatch, utilities now desire an integrated DSR framework to achieve seamless coordination among multiple DSR tasks such as switch operation, crew dispatch, and component repair. In this paper, we introduce a synthetic model that integrates the service restoration model and the crew dispatch model based on a universal routing model. The proposed model can provide the estimated time of restoration for each load, the switching sequence for safely operating remotely/manually operated switches, and dispatch solutions for crews with different skill sets. The proposed synthetic model is formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming model, and its effectiveness is evaluated via the IEEE 123 bus test feeder and several large-scale test feeders (EPRI Ckt5, Ckt7, Ckt24, and IEEE 8500 node test feeder.
Toward a Synthetic Model for Distribution
System Restoration and Crew Dispatch take utility companies several weeks before they can completely restore electricity service [1] , [2] . Recent hurricanes Nate, Maria, Irma, and Harvey had caused massive customer outages and taken utilities great efforts to restore affected customers, as reported in [3] . The daily power outages of distribution systems, which are caused by randomly occurred short circuit or scheduled component replacement and maintenance, are normally restricted to a local area. In this situation, it is relatively easy to restore the power to the affected customers through system topology reconfiguration to re-route the energization paths by operating the switches installed in the system [4] - [6] . Meanwhile, repair crews are dispatched to the field to repair the faulted components [7] . It is worth noting that remote-controlled switches can be controlled by the system operator, whereas manually operated switches must be operated by a qualified crew [7] , [8] . In the latter case, the crew must travel to the actual switch location, pinpoint the pole where the switch is mounted, and perform a series of procedures to operate the switch safely. Normally, it takes much longer time for crews to repair damaged components and operate (open/close) manual switches. In practice, power utilities use outage management systems (OMS) to handle power outages. The effectiveness of OMS normally depends on its functional modules such as fault location, isolation, and service restoration (FLISR) [9] , switching order management [10] , crew management [7] , call entry and visualization, etc. Existing distribution service restoration (DSR) and crew management are separated applications involving different time scales in OMS. Once an outage is located and isolated, the restoration process will involve two stages: (1) DSR will be triggered first to reconfigure the system topology using remote-controlled switches; (2) the crews will be dispatched to the field to clear fault, repair the damaged components and operate the manually-controlled switches. This kind of restoration scheme is efficient for normal outage scenarios with very few outages, however it is not efficient for restoring large number of outages during extreme events.
In the case of extreme events, such as hurricanes that can cause multiple power outages within a short period of time and leave a large region within utility service territories without power, not all remote-controlled switches are available and safe to operate. In this case, repair crews must clean and repair the components that prevent the remote-controlled switches from operating. For example, the repair crew need to fix the upstream faulty lines such that the downstream remote-controlled switches can be operated. Meanwhile, the repair work must be performed in a safe condition, which sometimes requires to lock the upstream remote-controlled switch. In this sense, crew dispatch and switching order management are tightly coupled and become an operational challenge facing system operators. Therefore, seamless coordination among DSR and crew dispatch is the key to enhancing restoration efficiency and to effectively reducing outage minutes. While the performance of each OMS module is critical for reducing the outage duration, it is equally important to improve the interoperability of different OMS modules to further minimize the outage impact.
In the context of active distribution system (ADS), an optimal DSR solution should contain a sequence of temporally interdependent control actions [11] , [12] that can coordinate various controllable components over a time horizon, such as distributed generators (DGs) [13] , [14] , microgrids [15] - [18] and remote-controlled switches [19] , [20] . In the recent works which considers the sequence of abovementioned controllable components [4] , [5] , [21] - [24] , the time horizon is predetermined and divided into multiple fixed-length time steps (for simplicity, we refer them as fixed-time step (FTS) models). In practice, the time for crews to perform operation and repair tasks is usually much longer than the time for dispatching and operating DGs and switches. Therefore, FTS models are facing two trade-offs between computational performance and solution optimality to integrate both DSR and crew dispatch problems: (1) the dilemma for choosing time horizon: longer horizon captures more information of the repair and restoration process but involves more variables to define and hence the computation burden will be increased, while shorter horizon saves computation time but cannot guarantee scheduling all the repair tasks; (2) the dilemma for choosing the length of time intervals: longer interval results in inaccurate solutions but relieves computation burden, while shorter interval is more accurate but increases the computation time. The research on DSR and crew dispatch integration is still at early stage in recent years with many concerns unaddressed. A. Arab and Z. Han et al. [25] proposed a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model to assign repair crews to damaged components while ignoring the travel time and routing sequence. P. Van Hentenryck and C. Coffrin et al. [26] - [28] decoupled power restoration and crew routing problems to improve the computation efficiency at the cost of compromising the solution optimality. A. Arif and Z. Wang et al. [29] , [30] formulated the problem using a fix-time step model and applied heuristic techniques. The results demonstrated the advantages of integrating DSR and crew repair problems over traditional methods. To the best of our knowledge, the existing methods did not consider the switch operation performed by crews, which is a critical operation during DSR. Furthermore, the computational capability required for solving the integrated model appears to be a major concern.
To overcome the aforementioned challenges, this paper introduces a synthetic model for DSR and crew dispatch based on a synthetic routing model. The proposed model bypasses the dilemma of selecting the time intervals and can be easily extended to consider various procedural constraints. The proposed synthetic model can be also extended to consider crews with other skill sets, such as resource transportation and vegetation management. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes integrated DSR and crew dispatch. Section III introduces the universal routing model. Section IV introduces the mathematical synthetic model. Section V provides numerical results to validate the proposed synthetic model. Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section VI.
II. INTEGRATED DSR AND CREW DISPATCH
In conventional OMS, the DSR module and crew dispatch module function separately with limited coordination. When facing large-scale power outages caused by extreme weather events, system operators find it difficult to determine the optimal restoration plan that can specify the switching sequence for switches and assign detailed task orders for every crewmember. If crews are not properly dispatched to perform the designated tasks, system operators must revise the restoration plan accordingly. Therefore, an integrated model that can achieve seamless coordination between DSR and crew dispatch will be preferred by the system operators.
A. Integrated Framework
To achieve the seamless integration of DSR and crew dispatch, an integrated framework should be developed, where the integration is implemented mainly through four stages, as shown in Fig. 1 . In Stage 1, various sources of data are collected from the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system, the customer information system (CIS), the smart meter, field crew report, and distribution management system (DMS). In Stage 2, the data collected enable the OMS to perform data fusion and visualization, locate and isolate the faulted areas, assess the faulted components, and perform initial-stage restoration. The field crews dispatched for damage assessment will report the damage status, initiate a repair request, and estimate the repair time. In the initial-stage restoration, the switches will be operated strategically to isolate and minimize the faulted areas. It is worth noting that the initial-stage restoration involves only "healthy" and remote-controlled switches that are not affected by the severe weather conditions. The optimal switching model for the initial-stage restoration is outside the scope of this paper. Next, the system operator will dispatch field crews to open manually operated switches to further isolate the faulted areas. Eventually, the system operator in OMS will be updated with the most current system states, including the damage status of system components, estimated repair time, current status of all of the switches, and the number of affected customers, etc. With all of this information available, the integrated DSR and crew dispatch engine developed in Stage 3 will generate the restoration solution accordingly. In this paper, we assume the crews can be categorized into two groups: (1) crew for operation, and (2) crew for repair. The crew for operation is responsible for operating the manually operated switches; and the crew for repair is responsible for repairing any faulted components including switches. We assume that the crew for repair is also capable of operating the manually operated switches under de-energized condition right after the repair is done. In Stage 4, the restoration plan will be executed by sequentially operating the remotecontrolled switches and assigning task orders to crews. The system state will be updated accordingly. The integrated DSR and crew dispatch engine will continuously generate updated solutions in response to unexpected events, such as succeeding outages, unfinished task orders, and switch malfunction.
B. Interdependence Between DSR and Crew Dispatch
In OMS, both the DSR and crew dispatch modules are serving the objective of minimizing the affected customers and restoring the electricity service as quickly as possible. To achieve this objective, the interdependence between the domains (i.e., DSR, crew for operation, and crew for repair) must be identified, as summarized in Table I . To illustrate the interdependency, Fig. 2 shows the system diagram of a simple distribution feeder. The feeder is subjected to multiple faults on remote switch A2, manual switch M2, line L1, and customer C1. All of the switches are opened to isolate the faulted components. For safety reasons, the switches used for isolating a particular faulted component are locked until the repair is completed. To restore the system, the remote switches should be closed sequentially, and crews should be dispatched to repair the faulted components and operate the manual switches in a strategically scheduled order. Fig. 3 shows an example restoration solution, where the solution involves several entities: the service restoration program (DSR), one crew for operation (Crew 1), and two crews for repair (Crews 2 and 3). To operate a remote/manual switch, the lock status, if any, must be removed by repairing the associated components. For example, Crew 2 is dispatched to repair L1 isolated by A1 and M1. Both A1 and M1 should be kept open as Crew 2 is in the process of repair. Once L1 is repaired, the lock on A1 is removed and A1 is closed to energize a small segment of the feeder. However, M1 still remains locked in order to isolate faulted M2. As Crew 3 travels to M2 and finishes the repair, both M1 and M2 will be unlocked. After a short period of time, Crew 1, which leaves the depot at the same time as Crews 2 and 3, arrives at and closes M1. Then, Crew 1 travels to and closes M2, after confirming that the repair work is done by the repair crew. Similarly, A2 is closed after being repaired by Crew 2.
The example indicates that optimal coordination between the DSR and crew dispatch requires the full consideration of the travel time, repair time, operation time, and interdependence. The power system constraints, such as thermal limits and voltage profiles, further complicate the problem. As real-life systems normally contain multiple feeders, crews, and depots, realizing optimal coordination becomes very difficult for system operators by relying on their own experience. To address these issues and challenges, we propose a synthetic mathematical model for DSR and crew dispatch based on a universal routing model introduced in the following sections.
III. UNIVERSAL ROUTING MODEL
The crew dispatch problem can be inherently formulated as a classic routing model by modeling each crew as a travel agent. In contrast, the DSR problem is normally formulated as a multiplestep dynamic optimization model, where the time interval between any two consecutive steps is fixed, thereby causing inefficient integration with routing models because of the heterogeneity between the two models. In this section, we propose a universal routing model by formulating the DSR problem as a routing problem and interdependence as a set of constraints.
A. Energization Agent and Energization Path
Considering the process of DSR, the electricity travels along the feeders from the sources (e.g., substations) to energize downstream customers. The switching sequences for the switches determine the energization paths, that is, the routes along which the electricity should travel. For distribution systems operated in radial topology, multiple energization paths may be established to connect the sources and the customers without forming loops. In this sense, the DSR problem can be formulated as a routing problem by assuming each energization sequence to be an energization path, and an energization agent travels along the energization path. The difference between the aforementioned model and the traditional routing model is that, instead of assigning a fixed number of travel agents in advance, the energization agent can "split" into multiple energization agents when multiple downstream lines need to be energized. The detailed introduction of the concept of an energization agent can be found in the authors' previous work [31] .
B. Node Cell
Node cell is defined as a group of system components interconnected by non-switchable lines [24] . Multiple node cells are interconnected through switches. All the components within a node cell can be energized at once by closing any one of the switches connected to it. Table   The route table and arrival time table, which are commonly used concepts in routing problems, can be used to formulate the activities of different entities in the context of the proposed synthetic model. We assume that there are three types of travel agents: the operation agent (OA), repair agent (RA), and energization agent (EA). For each type of agent, we can model its activity using a graph G(N , E) with N as the set of nodes that the agent may visit, and E as the set of paths that the agent may travel. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , N represents the depots and manual switches for OA, the depots and faulted components for RA, and the substations and node cells for EA.
C. Route Table and Arrival Time
For each type of agent, the interpretation of the entries in the route table and arrival time table is marked in Fig. 4(b) and (c), 
IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Notation
We use superscripts 'E', 'O,' and 'R' to denote the variables that are associated with EA, OA, and RA, respectively. The notations in this section are listed in Table III .
B. Routing Model Constraints for OA, RA, and EA
As mentioned in Section III, the universal routing model can be applied when formulating OA, RA, and EA routing problems. Route table constraints for OA, RA, and EA routing problems are specifically summarized in Table IV . Each type of agent has a set of similar constraints that regulate its traveling activities. Note that for EA, constraints (9), (18) , and (19) ensure that the EA agents travel through the networks without forming loops, thus guaranteeing a radial topology. Table Constraints 1) Independent Constraints:
C. Arrival Time
The independent arrival time constraints for OA, RA, and EA can be formulated as constraints (20)- (23), (24)- (28), and (29)- (33), respectively. Constraint (20) defines the initial time when an OA starts traveling. Constraint (21) requires that the to-site arrival time of an OA should not be less than the from-site arrival time plus the travel time if an OA leaves from depot i to a manual switch j. The additional manual switch operation time is considered in (22) if an OA travels from manual switch i to another manual switch j. Constraint (23) sets the close time to be a large value T M AX if a manual switch is not visited by an OA throughout the restoration process. In this paper, we set T M AX to be 1,440 min. (i.e., one day). Constraint (24) defines the initial time when an RA starts traveling. Constraints (25)- (27) limit the to-site j arrival time of an RA, which should be equal to fromsite arrival time i plus travel time, travel repair time, travel repair and manual switch operation time, respectively, for the case that from-site i is depot, faulted component (not manual switch), and faulted manual switch, respectively. It should be noted that d M S R r e (i) is a binary variable indicating whether a faulted manual switch is switched-on by an RA, and this binary variable will be introduced later in (34) and (35) . Constraint (28) sets the repair time to be T M AX if a faulted component is not repaired by an RA. Constraint (29) defines the initial energized time for healthy substation or black-start DG node. Constraint (30) requires that if an EA travels from i to j through electric route (i, j), the energization time of node cell j (i.e., t R j ) should depend on both the energization time of i and the damage status of j, as well as the operation time of the remote-controlled switch between i and j. If j contains damaged components inside, then the cell j can only be energized after being repaired. This constraint ensures that before the to-cell j is energized, the from-cell i must be energized and all the damages inside the to-cell j must be repaired. Constraint (31) ensures the repair completion time of cell j should be larger than the sum of the arrival time of repair crew and the repair time for every damage insider cell j. Constraint (32) ensures that for those node cells without damages, the repair completion time is set to be zero.
Constraint (33) sets the energization time of cell i to be T M AX
if it is not traveled by any other EA.
It is worth noticing that the proposed model assumes that OAs can only operate manual switches, and RAs can only operate a manual switch right after repairing it. However, the model can be further extended to model crews with capabilities of both operating intact manual switches and repairing damaged switches, by setting the intact manual switches as damaged components with required repair time to be zero.
2) Interdependent Constraints: In this section, the arrival time coordination constraints between OA, RA, and EA are formulated.
First, we assume that the switch-on task for manual switch (i, j) can be allocated to either an OA or an RA. The allocation can be indicated using two binary variables, d
M S O ij and d M S R ij
, respectively. The task allocation constraints are formulated as:
Constraint (34) represents that a healthy manual switch can be visited by an OA only. Constraint (35) requires that a faulted manual switch could be visited by either an OA or an RA. When an operation crew visits it, we have d
M S R ij = 0, which means an OA is responsible for operating the manual switch, if needed. Otherwise, the RA will be responsible for operating this switch, if needed. Constraint (36) ensures that if an OA is to operate the faulted manual switch, the operation time must be at least later than its repair completion time.
Second, the interdependent arrival time constraints between RA and EA are formulated as:
Constraints (37) and (38) depict that if an RA is to operate the faulted manual switch, cell i must be de-energized before finishing the operation, and cells i and j must be energized together. Constraint (39) implies that a faulted black-start DG will start immediately after being repaired. Constraint (40) ensures that a cell can only be energized when an RA repairs all faulted lines and critical loads inside the cell. Constraint (41) ensures that both end-cells of a switch (auto and manual) should be de-energized when it is being repaired.
Third, the interdependent arrival time constraints between OA and EA are formulated as:
Constraints (42)- (46) = 1), which is defined by comparing the time relationship in (42) and (44). Constraint (43) shows that if cell i is pre-energized, then cell j will be energized after OA finishes the operation, whereas (45) depicts that if cell i is de-energized, then cells i and j will be energized together in later time. Constraint (46) ensures that cell i cannot be energized during the de-energized operation, which is necessary for the consideration of safety.
Moreover, if manual switch (i, j) cannot be energized, the operation crew should be prevented from closing that switch, which is formulated as:
D. Physical System Constraints
Rather than adopting the fixed multi-step model, we use the concept of a checkpoint to reduce the computation burden by considering the operation characteristics of a radially operated distribution system.
A checkpoint is a time instance when we want to check operational constraints. In a radially operated distribution system, when restoring an additional load, the voltage profiles and line loading conditions are monotonically changed along feeders under the assumption that the system is three-phase balanced [32] . In this paper, we assume that all of the currents are unidirectional, that is, flowing from substation to loads. We also assume the loads in each cell are nearly three-phase balanced because of a good switch placement strategy in the planning stage. Thus, restoring an additional cell will lower the entire voltage profile and increase the loading of upstream lines as compared to the system configuration before this load is restored. Obviously, only one instance should be checked when no more loads are restored (denoted by t p ), because the overall voltage profile is normally at the lowest level in this condition. The computational burden thus will be greatly reduced by checking only the operational constraints at t p , rather than checking numerous time steps in the multi-step time horizon model. The relationship between energization status and route tables is formulated as:
Constraint (48) implies that the energization status of each node cell i at time t p depends on whether this cell is visited by an EA. Constraint (49) shows that the energization status of switch (i, j) depends on whether this switch is visited by an EA and whether the node cells on both ends are energized at t p . Because x E ij + x E j i is in fact binary because of constraint (13), (49) is the product of three binary variables, which can be linearized with the method in [33] .
Other electrical system constraints, which include the linear three-phase power flow model, branch capacity constraints, nodal voltage limit, and component connectivity constraints, as well as topology constraints, can be accessed in the authors' previous work [24] .
E. Objective Function
The objective is to minimize the unserved energy, which is formulated as: 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we validate the proposed synthetic mixedinteger linear programming (MILP) model for DSR and crew dispatch, which are solved by CPLEX 12.8 on an Intel Xeon X5670 (with a 2.93-GHz CPU, 12 GB of RAM, and 64-bit operating system). Fig. 5 shows the modified IEEE 123 bus test feeder [34] , [35] , which is a medium size unbalanced distribution system operated at a nominal voltage of 4.16 kV with 3-phase unbalanced loads of total 3385 kW. We modified it by adding five additional switches (i.e., 1-7, 13-18, 23-25, 76-77, 87-89) to form more node cells, while the unbalanced lines, unbalanced loads, regulators and transformers are remained original. As shown in Fig. 5 , the system is separated into 15 node cells by all the 16 switches. We have performed TABLE V  SWITCH OPERATING TIME   TABLE VI  DG PARAMETERS   TABLE VII  DAMAGED COMPONENTS AND REPAIR TIMES case studies in two scenarios on this test feeder. We set the MIP gap tolerance to be 1% and time limit to be 3600 seconds in the CPLEX solver. a) Cases for Scenario I: In scenario 1, we assume the system contains 8 remote-controlled switches and 8 manually operated switches. The types and operating time for all switches are listed in Table V . We also assume there is a black-start DG placed at node 451, which can be utilized for quick service restoration. The parameters of this DG are listed in Table VI. To observe damages for different types of components, we assume four damages which is substation, switch, line and critical load respectively, and the positions and repair time of each damage are listed in Table VII . The crews depart from two depots, as shown in Fig. 5 , and we assume that crew travelling time between two sites is proportional to their geographic distance, of which the maximum travel time between two sites along this test feeder is 34 minutes from node 33 to node 83. It should be noted that the selection of all the parameters (switch operating time, component repair time, travel time, etc.) is independent of the proposed model and can be replaced by real data input by operators.
A. Test on IEEE 123 Bus Test Feeder 1) Test Feeder and Case Design:
We have studied 3 cases in this scenario. In Case 1, depot 1 has one operation crew and depot 2 has one repair crew. In Case 2, each depot has one operation crew and one repair crew. In both Cases 1 and 2, we assume that operation crew can only operate manual switches, and the repair crew can only operate the manual switch right after repairing it. In Case 3, we use the same crew allocation as in Case 2. However, we assume each crew can perform both operation and repair tasks.
b) Cases for Scenario II:
In scenario II, we compared the computation capabilities of the proposed synthetic model with existing methods. We modified and implemented an existing method introduced in [29] and tested both two methods. In scenario II, the black-start DG at node 451 is assumed to be unavailable, which means only substation 450 is utilized as power source to pick up loads, and all 16 switches are assumed to be remote-controlled switches. We randomly generated 10 damaged branches (lines and switches) to test both methods, and the repair time for each of the damages is set to 60 minutes. We repeated the test 10 times.
2) Numerical Results and Discussion: a) Scenario I: In case 1 in this scenario, both the substation 150 and the black-start DG451 are utilized as power sources for the restoration process. Fig. 6 shows the simplified system topology with only node cells and switches at the start time and end time of the restoration process. Fig. 7 depicts the detailed operation/repair/energization sequence for OA/RA/EA during the restoration.
In Case 1, as depicted in Figs. 6 and 7, two sub-systems are formed after the restoration, of which the root nodes are substation 150 and DG 451, respectively. DG 451 energies node cells 6-10 by sequentially closing three remote switches and two manual switches. DG 451 cannot pick up more loads because of the power capacity limit. Substation 150 energies cells 1-5 by closing two remote switches and three manual switches. Damage line B57-60 is repaired at 98th minute right before remote-controlled switch B60-160 is closed at 99th minute so that node cell 6 can be picked-up. Substation 150 will be energized once it is repaired at the 236th minute. Damaged manual switch 13-18 is repaired at the 305th minute and then closed by the operation crew, thus saving time for repair crew to repair Load L49. All the loads are picked up by substation 150 and DG 451 until the last cell C5 was energized at the 375th minute. The restored load and unserved energy are depicted in Fig. 8 , in which the restored load is 3,385 kW by 375th minute and the total amount of unserved energy is 9,178 kWh represented by the meshed area. The results of restoration completion time and unserved energy, crew routing and task completion time, as well as switching sequences and node cell pick-up sequences for Cases 1-3 are listed in Tables VIII-X, respectively. In Case 2, two repair crews go to the damage sites and two operation crews go to close manual switches. In Case 2, both the repair work and operation work are completed earlier than Case 1, thus the unserved energy is less than that of Case 1. It should be noted that, although adding more repair crews will accelerate the restoration process, improvements to the restoration time are also restricted by the crew's pre-stage and resource allocation decisions during the preventive response stage, which will be the focus of our future work. In Case 3, all the four crews are assumed to have no differences on working skills/expertise. The crew routing results in Table IX show that all the four crews complete repairing work and operating intact manual switches, and the restoration completion time and unserved energy is less than that in Case 2. It is also worth noticing that, the service restora- tion process often involves crews of different skills (e.g., tree trimming, manual switch operation, damages repair, resource deliver etc.). In the future work, we will extend the proposed synthetic model to consider more skills of crews.
b) Scenario II: The existing methods [25] - [29] , [36] feature pre-determined time horizon, which is evenly divided into multiple time intervals. Decision variables and system state variables must be defined for each time interval. However, the length of time horizon is not required in the proposed routing-based synthetic model. In addition, the control actions are not limited to be defined at a fixed time interval but can be assigned accurate operation time. For simplicity, we refer the existing method [29] , [36] as fixed-time step (FTS) model, and the proposed method as variable time step (VTS) model. It should be noted that, to make these two methods comparable on computation time, we didn't consider the pre-processing method of clustering damages to different depots as proposed in [29] . The comparison of objective and computation time results for these two methods are listed in Table XI.  Table XI shows that the proposed model achieved slightly better objective values but saved a large fraction of computation time compared to the FTS model. It is worth noticing that for Cases 3 and 8, the computation time of the FTS model exceeds the given time limit (i.e., 3600 seconds), and we listed the MIP gap values as references. Whereas the proposed VTS model can achieve the optimal value within the time limit.
B. Test on Large-Scale Distribution Test Feeders
1) Test Feeder and Case Design:
We have tested the proposed method on four large-scale distribution test feeders, i.e., the EPRI ckt5, ckt7, ckt24 [37] and IEEE 8500 node test feeder [35] , as shown in Fig. 9 . The size of these four test feeders are listed in Table XII . We used the reduction algorithm introduced in [38] to replace the laterals without switches with equivalent models while keeping the rest of system unchanged. The number of switches and node cells are listed in Table XIII . We used the switches that originally come with EPRI Ckt5 and IEEE 8500 node test feeders (for simplicity we use IEEE8500 to represent below), of which we randomly chose 20 and 10 switches as manual switches. Since the switch information is not available in the original data of Ckt7 and Ckt24, we added 36 and 70 switches, and randomly chose 10 and 20 out of them as manual switches. We set four depots for each test feeder, and the number of crews in each depot was set to be 5, 4, 5 and 4 for Ckt5, Ckt7, Ckt24 and IEEE8500, respectively. Every crew is assumed to have the skills of performing both operation and repair tasks. Besides, we generated 20 branch damages, and the repair time of these damages is generated randomly between 60-3600 minutes. The MIP gap tolerance is set to be 5% and time limit is set to be 3600 seconds.
2) Numerical Results and Discussion: The restoration results for these four large-scale feeders are listed in Table XIV . The load restoration processes are depicted in Fig. 10(a)-(d) .
The results in Table XIV show that the proposed model is effective in solving the synthetic DSR and crew dispatch problems on large-scale test feeders, and the computation time is acceptable at the given the tolerance. Fig. 10 presented a sequence of coordinated operations of remote-controlled switches, manual switches and crew repair work. The figures show that the solution of the proposed model can supply utility operators more accurate restoration and dispatch solutions.
VI. CONCLUSION
A synthetic MILP model for distribution system restoration and crew dispatch was proposed to coordinate multiple DSR tasks including switch operation, crew dispatch, and component repair. The concepts of "energization agent" and "energization path" were introduced and used to formulate the DSR problem as a routing problem. Skill sets for different types of crews were also considered in the integrated model based on the universal routing model. Numerical results showed that the proposed model can generate an optimal synthetic restoration solution, which considers the switching sequence of remote-controlled and manually operated switches, optimal routing sequence of operation and repair crews, as well as load energization sequence. The comparative studies exhibited the advantages of the proposed model on computation time and objective values, compared to that of the existing FTS models. Case study results on several large-scale test feeders also showed the potential of applying the proposed model in the large-scale distribution systems. Future work will integrate this model with preventive crew pre-positioning and resource allocation decisions for better strategic resilience enhancement.
